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BC HOTEL ASSOCIATION REPORT

by President & CEO, James Chase

Welcome to new Board Chairman,
John Kearns
On November 21st, the British Columbia Hotel
Association (BCHA) held its 100th Anniversary
Annual General Meeting. We celebrated
100 years of service to the accommodation
industry in the province and are looking
forward to another century of excellence.
At the AGM, we welcomed John Kearns,
Sheraton Vancouver Guildford Hotel, as the
new Chairman of the BCHA board.
John Kearns earned his Bachelor of
Administration, major in marketing and minor
in finance, at the Telfer School of Management
at the University of Ottawa.
John’s first job in the hospitality industry
was with Cultures Natural Food Restaurants
where he launched a franchise model for the
company.
His hotel background includes Fairmont
Hotels and Resorts as financial controller,
Sutton Place Hotels as assistant GM, and
Price Waterhouse Cooper where he was asset
manager for a number of large distressed hotel
and resort properties in Western Canada and
the US.
In 1990, John joined Grouse Mountain
Resor ts where he was instrumental in
developing the resort into a branded yearround entertainment/recreational resort. He
pioneered the concept of The Grouse Grind
as a must-do in Vancouver.
He returned to the hotel business with startup CHIP as GM. Later he joined Sheraton
Hotels as GM for the Sheraton Le Soleil and
moved to lead a branded repositioning of the
Sheraton Vancouver Guildford Hotel. Currently,
in addition to his GM duties, he is a Property
Service Culture trainer for the Sheraton brand.
I would like to take this time to thank David
MacKenzie for the incredible work he put in as

the Chairman over the past two years. David’s
commitment to the association was a testament
to his passion for the accommodation industry
in the province. Despite being incredibly
busy as the owner-operator of his property,
Pemberton Valley Lodge, David also tirelessly
represented the BCHA, leading many of
our committees, meeting with political and
community leaders as well as attending key
events and conferences. Working closely with
myself and the Tourism Industry Association
of BC, David was a consistent voice to
government about the growing concerns
around affordable housing and the need to
rescind tax regulation 78(1)b. He championed
efforts to address the growing labour shortage
in the province, and worked with our partners
to bring forth key initiatives like the new labour
program developed in conjunction with
Chemistry Consulting. David’s leadership
in a time of change for the association, the
province, and the industry, was invaluable and
we look forward to his continued contributions
on the board as the Past Chair.

FairRules.ca and the
Hotel Association of Canada
In the fall, the BCHA, working with the Hotel
Association of Canada, sent out a press release
regarding a newly-created study on hosts with
multiple entire-home units as key drivers of
Airbnb growth. This study, titled An Overview of
Airbnb and the Hotel Sector in Canada: A Focus
on Hosts with Multiple Units demonstrates
that commercial operators are growing
exponentially, far outpacing actual home
sharing activity. This results in a revenue split
with 80% of Airbnb’s total revenue in Canada
being generated from hosts renting entire home
units where the owner is not present.
The study spotlighted 11 key markets

across Canada, including two in BC, Victoria
and Vancouver. Notable takeaways from the
study include:
• 86% of Victoria’s Airbnb revenue is
generated by entire-home rentals, with
Vancouver’s at 82%
• Revenue generated by multi-unit, entirehome hosts increased by 94% to now total
more than $32 million.
• 40% of Metro Vancouver’s units were
rented out for more than 90 days in the
past 12 months, earning more than 80%
of total revenues.
• Similarly, 37% of Victoria’s units were
rented out for more than 90 days in the
past 12 months, earning more than 75%
of total revenues.
• Metro Vancouver’s hotel sector supports
approximately 12,100 full-time equivalent
jobs, as compared to 230 full-time
equivalent Airbnb jobs.
In Metro Vancouver, it is estimated that
hotel room sales generate $177 million in
consumer taxes and fees. Applying the same
rates to BC’s Airbnb sector has the potential
to generate an estimated $15.5 million from
Vancouver and $1.7 million from Victoria in
consumer taxes and fees.
This study will be key as we move forward.
We continue to encourage city councilors
and local government officials to recognize
the impact of these increasing whole-home
rental numbers, and see the opportunity to
serve their communities by addressing this
issue. Decreasing affordable housing stock
is a roadblock to bringing new workers into a
community and further exacerbates the labour
shortage. Both these issues continue to be
top-of-mind for the BCHA, and we continue
to forge forward in our efforts.

Next Issue: Spring 2018

Book your ad
by January 26

Recruiting Management Staff – Where can you look for supervisory and management staff and how can recruiting

agencies help?

Business Travel Trends – Discover which amenities and services are of interest to today’s business traveller.
Increasing the Value of your Asset – Maximize revenue by looking at under-utilized space at your property.
Reducing the Cost of Guest Acquisition – What strategies can you employ to reduce the average

16-18% commission paid to acquire guests?
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Wellness
Trends

Get In On The
Action
by Chris McBeath

“Wellness Tourism is a $563 billion industry,” says Beth
McGroarty, Director of Research & PR, Global Wellness
Institute. “In the Global Wellness Economy worth more
than $3.7 trillion, only Beauty & Anti-Aging ($999 billion) and
Nutrition & Weight Loss ($648 billion) are larger. In terms of the
hotel industry, it’s a sector of enormous potential for a diverse
range of hotel product.”
6 InnFocus

Today, wellness has become an all-encompassing, action-packed affair
where disconnecting from social technology means connecting guests
with more activity-based, health-oriented experiences. The lines of
delineation are rapidly blurring between fitness, spa-ing, and wellness,
prompting many hotels to reinvent their spa brand, market new wellness
niches, and incorporate wellness design elements into their décor and
architecture.

Refresh-Repackage Wellness
Wellness holidays and retreats present spa-resorts and rural destinations
with many new opportunities.
For instance, emotional healing and recovery retreats are set to
become big business in the wellness world and cover topics such as
post-cancer recovery, physical therapy that might offer aqua therapy,
posture alignment and other expertise, as well as personal coaching
in mindfulness, meditation (now mainstreamed by celebs like Jerry
Seinfeld and Arianna Huffington), or stress management. ‘Modern Man’
weekends featuring masculine-oriented activities such as boxing or high
intensity interval training, are also gaining traction. For those tapping into
the yoga market, broaden your reach with new practices—aerial yoga is
where it’s at, or you can up the ante with activities like zen adrenaline,
which satiates the Millennial live-in-the-moment need for high-octane

Emotional healing and recovery retreats
are set to become big business in the
wellness world.
adventure—think ziplining and paragliding finessed with après sessions
like yoga or spa treatments.
Hoteliers working with paddle-sport operators are already catching
the wave of travellers seeking classes in stand-up paddle boarding,
indoor board fitness classes, water board yoga, and surfing. Add organic
cuisine, eco-forest walks, or food foraging expeditions into the mix and
you’ll be tapping into the ever-growing number of health-focused, active
and green conscious travellers.
As for family holidays, it’s all about sharing quality time. Wellness
translates into activities where children will swap their smartphones and

Courtesy of the Hyatt Regency, Vancouver.

video games for bicycles, tennis rackets, and paddle boards. With an
eye on tomorrow’s spa client, spas are no longer off limits to younger
guests. Spa menus need offerings for every age, so everyone in the
family can be pampered from head to toe.

Enhancing the Guest Experience
Big brand leaders such as Westin Hotels & Resorts with their Run
WESTIN™ program, and Fairmont Hotels & Resorts offering Fairmont
Fit, have often paved the way with wellness initiatives.
Westin Hotels & Resorts Well Being Movement now covers virtually
all aspects of its operation. Guided by the Westin Well-Being Council,
this initiative rolls out as its Stay Well concept (giving the Heavenly Bed
fresh relevance), and has expanded to cover food (Eat Well) and fitness
with Wellness Escapes. Westin Workout Videos mean that Train & Tone
videos are easily accessed for private, in-room 5-minute workouts, and
at select locations guests can even book guestrooms with a treadmill
or a stationary bike.
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts also continue to emphasize holistic
wellness. The Fairmont Empress has already partnered with Catherine
Roscoe Barr, founder of The Life Delicious, for fitness retreats with a
neuro-science twist. The Chateau Lake Louise recently appointed a
Director of Wellness, responsible for introducing a similar series of holistic
and transformative wellness experiences, while The Fairmont Pacific
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Rim has turned its eyes towards executive meeting groups seeking
a wellness-focused agenda. Based on a pilot partnership program
involving Technogym equipment at select Fairmont hotels across North
America, the hotel’s “Fueling Greatness” takes it one step further. It
features tailored meals from a Vitality Menu, break sessions using the
Techno gym wellness ball, and enhancements that include express chair
massage treatments or a post-meeting treatment at the Willow Stream
Spa. If you think fitness can’t be fun, check out Hotel Zed’s locations in
Victoria and Kelowna that feature game rooms where table tennis and
Wii stations are among its creative brain-gym agendas.

More and more guests expect the use of
high-quality, complimentary bikes as part
of an overall guest amenity package.
Bike Butlers and Hike Concierges
Whether an ardent mountain biker, urban explorer, or countryside cruiser,
two-wheeled adventures are a tour de force. More and more guests
expect the use of high-quality, complimentary bikes as part of an overall
guest amenity package—made all the better if bikes come with a fixture
to hold their smartphones for GPS navigation, or if the property can
offer a free downloadable explorer app. On this score, The Loden Hotel,
Vancouver, is right on target with its WanderFit packages.
The Magnolia Hotel, Victoria, prefers to provide guests with curated
route maps, each themed to historic sites, gardens, or eating stops as
recommended by various members of hotel staff. “The maps become
treasured souvenirs,” remarks Bill Lewis, General Manager. “The choices
are staff favourites so guests feel they are discovering an insider’s
knowledge of the city, and enjoy sharing their experience back with staff
members. It creates a very special dynamic to the guest experience.”
However, when inclement weather drives hikers (and bikers) inside,
the Hyatt Regency, Vancouver, has an innovative wellness strategy. The
Hyatt Nature Hike invites guests to climb its 34 floors while enjoying
expansive local scenery hand-painted by a local artist, and then invites
participants to post photos and tags on various social media platforms.

Wellness Savvy Guests
Along with online reviews, Internet booking and smartphone shopping,
social media has a firm foothold in the spa and wellness movement.
The challenge for operators is to manage the complexities of social
connections for their guests and for their facility. Is a guest posting to
Facebook appropriate in an unwind environment? Is an operator texting
a last-minute special to guests (to fill empty spa massage beds) living
the unplugged credo?
Further, this is a #SelfieGeneration and guests on a wellness quest
are curious and informed. Beauty trends crisscross the world in an
instant and operators need to discern between distractor influences
and bona fide, wellness-related issues. For example, although anti-aging
therapies rank high, the buzzwords among the thirty-somethings are
actually hyperpigmentation, peptides, plant-based ingredients, mineral
cosmetics and prebiotics. Spas that are keeping the pace are also getting
into the learning game, offering classes in subjects like do-it-yourself
acupressure and mix-your-own aromatherapy oils and scrubs.
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Catching the Wellness Wave
As societal attitudes reshape the travel wellness sector, entire regions
are starting to take note. The Canada Tourism Commission must be
commended for being at the vanguard for promoting spa health across
the country more than 10 years ago. It’s a wellness gauntlet that has
been picked up by Hawaii, islands in the Caribbean, and more recently
Santa Barbara. This year, Costa Rica Tourism introduced its new
wellness campaign: the Pura Vida Lifestyle, centred by the core values
of community, health and wellness.
“What’s driving trends is today’s state of unprecedented stress: being
connected 24/7, the lack of boundaries between work and life, and the
fact that by 2030, 80% of the human population will live in urban, naturedeprived areas,” says McGroarty. “Spas and resorts need to position
themselves as oases of unplugged human connection, and bring nature
into the spa and people out into nature. The constant bombardment of
media and technology makes people hungrier for a place where they
can go to avoid ugly news and constant updates. That’s why they’re
seeking off-the-grid places—rustic treehouse lodges, say, where the
luxury factor is raw nature and there’s no electricity!”
Could naturally wild, market-ready BC be any better situated to ride
the wave ahead?

On Trend Ideas at Work
• Vamed’s new Therme Laa retreat in Northern Austria features a 3,600
sq m Silent Spa, designed with sacred geometry. Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Group offers Silent Night events of silent reflection.
• Bavaria’s Schloss Elmau Luxury Retreat is using art and music to help
guests have transcendent experiences.
• Miraval Resort, Tucson, renovated its yoga studio with hammock
installations for aerial classes, and when the Island House opened in the
Bahamas last year, it made AntiGravity Yoga™ (yes, it’s trademarked) a
cornerstone of its fitness offerings.
• Pink Himalayan sea salt is said to improve cell activity, blood sugar levels
and much more. RelAcqualina, Florida has a Himalayan salt wall as the
centerpiece of its relaxation room. San Maurizio, Italy is renowned for its
healthful salt cave.
• Spa resorts like the Ojai Valley Inn and Four Seasons Westlake have added
sound and LED colour therapy-equipped meditation pods to their amenities.
• Tourism Vernon, home to Sparkling Hills Spa Resort with its on-trend
cryotherapy and social sauna facilities, is using new cycle paths as part of
its wellness destination and partner marketing initiatives.
• Six Senses Douro Valley puts meditation practice into Nest Rest pods
suspended in trees; Tennessee’s Blackberry Farm has Deep Healing Woods
activities on their service menu; and the Lodge at Woodlock, Pennsylvania
touts its status as a certified forest bathing facility!

Tuned In to

In-Room
Entertainment
by Mark Glenning

Every hotelier knows that you have to be plugged in to technology if you
want to make sure that you’re offering guests an enjoyable stay. The latest
cell phones may grab most of the headlines, but learning how the latest
devices and apps can be applied to in-room entertainment helps you
visualize what your guests want.

InnFocus
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Although it’s important to know what companies like Apple and Google
are doing, it pays to keep an eye on how smaller players use new
technology to innovate. They can make it much easier for you to integrate
it into the guest experience in a way that is comfortable and familiar to
anyone who’s ever used a smartphone or tablet.

Streaming vs. Cable
Streaming movies, TV shows, and music has become integral to our
leisure time. Companies such as Netflix and Spotify have disrupted the
traditional way of entertainment consumption. Concern is mounting
among cable providers that more people are choosing to cut the cord,
but streaming still has challenges to overcome.
Where streaming has the edge in flexibility and affordability, cable has
a huge advantage in the number of shows available to viewers, and it’s
a must-have if you want to see any major sporting event.
It presents a dilemma for hoteliers: Do you stick with the traditional
route of providing cable TV shows and films, or move with the times
and leave guests to bring their own entertainment? Is it possible to have
the best of both worlds?

Where streaming has the edge in
flexibility and affordability, cable has a
huge advantage in the number of shows
available to viewers.
Could Apple be at the Core of In-Room Entertainment?
Apple TV provides access to several streaming services. The emphasis
is on tailoring your own content, and a joint venture by two big names
in hospitality want to use this to disrupt the current model of in-room
entertainment.

Go Find It, a Swedish company that supplies hospitality apps, has
partnered with RoomNetTV, a hotel entertainment provider, to create an
app that allows guests to access their own preferred content. This means
the ability to stream movies, on-demand cable services, and favourite
news channels as well as Apple’s own iTunes catalogue.
How could this benefit hoteliers? For a start, cable is expensive. The
app means that hotels can reduce the number of TV channels that they
have to pay for, and improve profitability through scaling back spending
on servers, cabling, aerials and satellite dishes.
Go Find It CEO Thomas Martensson says, “A television system is
a hotel must-have. However, usage and engagement with traditional
systems are extremely low on average. When benchmarked against the
high capital expenditure, these TV systems are a very poor performing
necessity.”
He illustrates the bind that hoteliers are stuck in: you have to have
in-room entertainment, but it doesn’t provide much of a return on the
investment. Based on the premise that guests are more engaged with
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the content that they control, Go Find It thinks that its app can allow
you to drive your revenue throughout your guests’ stay by upselling your
hotel and in-room services. You can also provide them with content that
is specific to the location.
Security and data integrity is always a concern, but the apps’ maker
says that it deletes your guests’ user credentials at the moment they
check out, and keeps all file sharing and Internet browsing private.

Security and data integrity is
always a concern.
Commercial, Shiny and Chrome
Apple doesn’t have all of the cards up its sleeve when it comes to
streaming content. Google’s Chromecast is a device that plugs straight
into a TV, and allows you to stream anything from any mobile device,
including Apple hardware.
Roomcast by Chromecast works in a similar way to Go Find It’s app.
Upon entering the room for the first time, a guest can join a secure,
personal network just by tapping his mobile device. There’s no need
for downloads; any software that is compatible with Google’s device
will present a “Cast Button”, which allows guests to stream directly
from within that app.

12 InnFocus

Its makers, Teleadapt, think that it’s the simplest way for hotels to
make guests feel at home as it’s an “over the top” system; it can be
added to a current set up easily by plugging a wireless point into the
room’s TV. This generates a WPA (Wi-Fi Protected Access) passcode
that enables a secure connection.
In fact, Chromecast supports more than a thousand apps, and as
all passwords are stored on the guest’s device, Teleadapt says that it
is more secure as there is no software, outside contractors, or servers
involved.

A guest can join a secure,
personal network just by tapping
his mobile device.
Is Cable Still on the Table?
It’s easy to be caught up in the streaming revolution and forget what
more established technology has to offer when it comes to in-room
entertainment. TELUS carried out a survey of 1,500 Canadian travellers
in January 2017, and of those, 53% stated that they rated the importance

of having premium HD TV channels in their room as 7/10 or higher.
TELUS wants to realize the potential of this. Its Optik TV® for Business
allows guests to customize their TV from a choice of over 90 HD
channels, and provides the freedom to choose their own extras, such
as Pay-per-view events and on-demand film rentals. All transactions can
be charged directly to guests’ credit cards, which it says guarantees
privacy and makes guest folios easier to manage.
The system allows hotels to tailor the service. For example, you can
design the menu using your own imagery and branding, keep guests upto-date with local news and weather using an RSS (Rich Site Summary)
feed, and even generate extra revenue by allowing local partners and
businesses to advertise through it.

Let Guests Find their Favourite
We don’t know the full impact that streaming will have on cable
companies, but the technology has gained enough momentum and is
affordable. Making guests feel at home is vital to running a successful
hotel, and providing them with choices in the way they consume
entertainment is part of that.
For the time being, there is no one-size-fits-all solution; many people
stream content and enjoy cable services. Now may be a great time to
give your guests that choice.
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100 YEARS OF BCHA

by Glen A. Mofford

BCHA Past Presidents from 1923-2017

Thos. H. Whelan
1923

Wm. K. Clark
1924-25

Jas. D. Pearson
1926

Lloyd R. Manly
1927-29

William Gilchrist
1929

Jesse J. Kahn
1930-31

Kenneth Campbell
1934-37

B.M. Davis
1937-40

Adam Paterson
1940-49

A.H. Harrison
1949-52

J.E. Bengert
1952-55

C. Oscar Matson
1955-57

Jocky Custock
1957-59

Kenneth Campbell
1959-62

William Wainwright
1962-65

Stanley E. Guile
1965-66

E. James Vernon
1966-71

Tom Tidball
1971-73

Louis Valente
1973-75

Frank Burger
1975-77
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Ken Noble
1977-79

Rod Verstrate
1979-81

Jack Butterworth
1981-83

Merle Shrader
1983-85

Dick Gibbons
1985-87

Mary Ann Milobar
1987-89

Jack Swoboda
1989-91

Rick Boyd
1991-01

Gerry Obrecht
1991-93

Fred Beruschi
1993-95

Kevin Walker
1995-97

Gerry Bareluk
1997-1991

Allan McCreary
2001-03

Craig Norris-Jones
2003-05

Tim Rodgers
2005-07

Earl Wilde
2007-09

Kurt Pyrch
2009-11

David Wetsch
2011-13

Ingrid Jarrett
2013-15

David McKenzie
2015-17

Did You Know?

by Glen A. Mofford

That little white line you see near the top of most beer glasses is called the Plimsoll line. The Liquor Control Board ordered that the line be used to ensure that customers did not
get cheated with a “short pour”, so once the foam went down, the beer reached at least to the top of the white line. It came about in BC when coal miners in Nanaimo complained
that they were getting short-poured beer.
InnFocus 15

Vintage Charm,
		Modern

Hospitality
by Joanne Sasvari

Chilliwack’s Historic
Royal Hotel
Finds the Perfect
Balance Between
Past and Present
In 1908, Chilliwack was booming. That year, BC’s
third-oldest municipality, the Township of Chilliwack,
was re-incorporated as the City of Chilliwack.
Steamships travelled the Fraser River, delivering
goods to the farmers and merchants who’d
replaced the gold rush prospectors of the 1850s.
Horsedrawn carriages still trotted through city
streets, but work had begun on the BC Electric
Railway that would soon link the city with New
Westminster. A post office, hospital, city hall,
and high school all sprang up in a building
frenzy before the First World War broke
out. Among them was the Royal Hotel.
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“It was the nice hotel that was built in Chilliwack at
the time,” says general manager Leonard Wiens.
Nearly 110 years later, the Royal Hotel is still the “nice”
property in Chilliwack, a city landmark where vintage
charm and modern comfort co-exist beautifully. And
that’s Wiens’ biggest challenge: “How do you balance the
heritage part, the part that’s unique and gives it character,
with what the expectations are today?”
The hotel now comprises 28 guest rooms, including three
two-bedroom suites, as well as two meeting/event spaces.
Aside from leisure travellers hoping to explore the many outdoor
adventures Chilliwack offers, many of its guests come from the
creative community, including film crews, actors, artists, and
musicians drawn by the nearby cultural centre, performing arts
school, and hockey arena. “We’re a bit of a character place, not a
chain hotel, so it suits itself to people who want something a little
different,” Wiens says.
Although in some ways the Royal Hotel looks much as it did back in
the day—down to the wooden floorboards and cast-iron radiators—in
others, much has changed.
Back in 1908, a gent named D.S. Dundas dreamed of building a new
kind of hotel, one that offered big city elegance, comfort, and convenience.
Construction began that fall, and when it was completed in May 1909,
the three-storey building was one of Chilliwack’s tallest and most luxurious
buildings.

Royal Hotel Courtesy of Chilliwack
Museum and Archives

A few years later, Dundas sold the hotel to Vancouver’s Cyrus W.
McGillvray, and he in turn sold it a decade later to the Berry family,
who would own and operate it for the next 70 years. It was Buck
Berry who annexed the Royal Bank building next door in 1950,
adding more guest rooms and space for a vast beer parlour that
could accommodate 350 thirsty patrons. (It’s since been split into the
Wellington Pub and a private space for weddings and other events.)
“Buck Berry was a legendary character in the community. He
held court in the beer parlour,” Wiens recalls. “If you wore a hat in
his restaurant, he’d bring a hat rack in and put it by your table to
get your attention until you removed it. At one point, there was a
regulation that you could only serve a customer one drink at a time.
He found that his customers could drink faster than his servers could
get back to them, so he put them on roller skates.”
In 1995, the Berry family sold the hotel to the current owners who
set about renovating and modernizing it.

Guests no longer have to go down the hall to use a shared bathroom;
all the rooms have their own ensuites. The beds and linens are top quality,
because that’s what guests expect. And all the rooms have been rewired
for modern needs. “Typically in the past, we put plugs where you couldn’t
see them. Now you want to be able to find them to plug in your devices,”
Wiens explains. “We have Wi-Fi in here as anyone else does as well as
flat screen TVs.”
One of the biggest issues the hotel has struggled with is balancing
the modern desire for soundproof rooms with the beauty of the original
hardwood flooring that runs throughout. “That means the sound in the
corridor isn’t very dead. How do we balance that? Do you take the creaks
out of the floor?” Wiens wonders. “Because they are hard surface floors,
there are slippers in the rooms and we hope guests use them rather than
clunk around.”
What he’s found is the best way to marry convenient functionality with
not-so-convenient charm is through an obsessive attention to service.
For instance, because guest rooms are on the upper floors and there’s
no elevator, staff are always ready to help with luggage.
“For us, one of the things that has been really, really critical is that we
are an older hotel, so our housekeeping has to be impeccable. That’s the
standard we need because guests expect cleanliness,” he says.
After all, he points out, “Even if you’re quite delighted to stay in a place
where the floors are creaky, you still want the Wi-Fi to work.”
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Invest in
these

Top
Bedroom
Trends

Sleep as Well at Night as
Your Guests Do
by Joanne Sasvari

At the end of the day, the bedroom is what matters most. Sure, you can have
a fancy lobby and luxurious bath amenities, a whizz-bang booking system, and
celebrity-chef-run restaurant, but if your guests aren’t bagging their Z’s, your
property hasn’t done its most important job.

InnFocus
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That’s where great bedroom design comes into play. A
well-designed room elevates a guest’s stay in ways both
expected and unexpected. As Mary Pier Germain, director
of operations for Group Germain Hotels, says, “Guests
need to have a good sleep and they don’t want to hear the
neighbour next door. These things are a given, but there’s
still room for creating an experience.”
Here are five of the top design trends for hotel bedrooms:
1. Smart Rooms “A lot of the trends are being driven by
technology,” reports Jill Barriere of Jill Barriere Interior Design,
who has designed hotel guestrooms, lobbies, bars, and other
spaces.
It’s not just that guests expect functional (and free) WiFi,
technology affects everything from how guests decide which
hotel to book to the kind of services guests expect once
they get there. “Connectivity” is the big buzz word; that, and
“personalization.”
“Everything in the room can be controlled by a tablet,” Barriere
suggests. In fact, guests are now able to check in on their smart
phones via an app that unlocks the guestroom door (no key needed),
turns on the TV, opens the blinds, orders up room service, and lets
guests pay and check out online. “Nobody is going to talk to anybody.
Even the room service people will be robots,” Barriere says.

What guests want, especially
younger guests, is a room that
looks great in a selfie.
“The amount of technology that is being put into the rooms, is
outrageous,” adds Germain. “It’s just such a big part of the experience.”
That means ergonomics are very important; for instance, where

Courtesy of Group Germain

designers once wanted outlets to be hidden, now they have to be easily
accessible. After all, who doesn’t use their phone as their alarm clock?
That’s why Germain states, “There need to be outlets near the beds.
People need that connectivity.”
2. Selfie-Ready Style Technology has also changed the kind of décor
elements that appeal to guests. “Guestrooms used to be very tranquil
and neutral and one of the biggest trends is that we’re moving away from
that with pops of colour,” says Barriere. “People are less brand loyal than
they used to be because they are now online searching for the places
to stay. Online, it’s how a room photographs, and what photographs
well is something that’s vivid.”
In other words, what guests want, especially younger guests, is a
room that looks great in a selfie. Think: Dramatic art works, compelling
architectural detail, distinctive furniture, bold lines, and vibrant colours.
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They might be tough to live with every day,
but when you’re in a hotel room for a night or
two, these distinctive styles are loads of fun.
3. Home Away From Home For the longest
time, hotel design has influenced residential
décor. Guests of stylish properties took
home a yen for coolly neutral palettes, sleek
bathrooms, crisp, white bed linens, and the
kind of clutter-free rooms stagers create
before putting a house on the market.
Now the tables have turned. Guests expect
a certain residential feel in hotel guestrooms.
Consider them “micro-apartments for guests,”
Germain says. That could mean reading
nooks, cosy throws, complimentary slippers,
and kitchen facilities—if not a full kitchenette,
at least a fridge, bar area, and coffee service.
4. Vintage Vibe The most effective contemporary design has a timeless appeal. The
best way to avoid being trapped in a design
time capsule is to cleverly blend old and new.
Designers mix historic architectural features
with modern furnishings and contemporary
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artworks. Alternatively, they could choose
design elements that subtly evoke Art Deco
or mid-20th Century modern design without
actually copying it.
“Modern retro is totally back, even in
residential,” adds Barriere. “There’s a little
bit of history—old crystal, distressed brick,
distressed metals, and light fixtures. You see
that a lot in restaurants. It’s comforting, it’s old
school, it’s warm.”
And what happened to all those brassy
fixtures owners of older properties spent
the last three decades tearing out? They’re
back. Well, sort of. “There’s a huge movement
away from cool metallic tones to warm gold
and bronze,” Barriere explains. “It’s not the
1970s tacky brass, but the warm, worn
tones.” Luckily, one of the top trends is mixing
metallic, so no need to rip out all the nickel
faucets you spent so much money installing.
At least, not yet.
5. Comfort and Warmth The most important
feature of any bedroom is, of course, the bed.

It’s not just for sleeping; it’s where guests
watch TV, eat breakfast, check Facebook
and work on their laptops. It’s crucial that it is
clean and comfortable, the mattress firm, the

Now they’re experimenting with fabric made
from birch bark, which is silkier, softer, and
more sustainable than water-, pesticide- and
fungicide-intensive cotton.

Designers mix historic architectural features with modern
furnishings and contemporary artworks.
sheets soft, and the pillows just right. In fact,
a number of brands have developed such a
following for their bedding they even sell it
online, whether it’s Westin’s Heavenly Bed,
Fairmont’s down pillows, or the Collection Le
Germain sheet sets.
“The key is using natural fibres,” Germain
suggests, and that means feathers or down
for pillows and cotton for bed linens. “Cotton
is very durable and very comfortable,” she
explains, though they keep testing new
products. For a while hotels tried bamboo,
which was supposed to be a “miracle
fabric”, but it didn’t live up to the hype.

Above all, it’s about layers of comfort.
Wooden headboards have been replaced
with softer, padded and often tufted fabric
ones. The bed itself is typically made up with
a mattress pad, duvet, shams, piles of pillows,
and a colourful throw tossed across the foot.
“It’s all about comfort and warmth,” Barriere
says. “It’s about dressing the bed in comfort
and luxury, bringing a lot of hominess to the
bed. Beside your bed you’ve got your lighting
and your plug-ins. Just plug in your laptop, and
you’ll never need to leave your bed.”
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BCHA Announcing
Housekeeping Awards
The BC Hotel Association (BCHA) will be
presenting its inaugural housekeeping
awards at the BC Hospitality Summit in April
2018. The BCHA developed the awards
in conjunction with the Alberta Hotel and
Lodging Association (AHLA), which has
presented these awards since 1983.
The scoring is based on housekeeping
elements of hotels’ TrustScore™, which is
a summary of all verified online property
reviews. This TrustYou evaluation is
provided on all properties listed with Check
In Canada. The score measures only the
hotel’s cleanliness, maintenance, and state
of repair, and does not reflect elements such
as swimming pools, WiFi, or restaurants. The
Housekeeping Score provides meaningful
feedback on what hotels are doing well
and areas for improvement. Only those
properties that demonstrate exceptional
housekeeping, maintenance, and state of
repair will receive this accolade.
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Top Trends in
Sustainable Tourism
Countries with the
biggest interest in
eco-tourism:
Malaysia 76%
China 67%
Turkey 65%

The higher the household income of American
respondents, the greater the likelihood
to book an eco-tourism holiday.

HH Income

$20,000 $34,000

HH Income

$150,000+

%
57

16%

Travellers are more
likely to support
businesses and brands that are
committed to social values and
respect the environment.

Millennials
interested in
booking an ecotourism holiday

%
41

35%

of Holiday
Makers
Likely to Book an
Eco-Holiday

Information based on GlobalData’s Q4-2016 report: ‘Top Trends in Sustainable Tourism: An analysis of the key
trends in sustainable tourism and the business opportunities they create for the travel and tourism industry’
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Canada’s

Emerging
Markets

Mexico, China, India & South
Korea Show Strong Growth

24 24
InnFocus
InnFocus

by Destination Canada

China is one of Canada’s fastest-growing tourism markets and is
now our third-largest tourism source market. Air capacity grew 33.4%
YTD July 2017.
Strong economic growth and a rapidly increasing middle class
contribute to this strong growth. Another contributor to visitation is
Canada’s 1.3 million Chinese-Canadians—as 47% of Chinese travellers
came to visit friends and relatives in 2015.
The majority of Chinese travellers made visits to BC or Ontario at least
once in their trip. In 2016, 50% of recreational travellers from China were
35 to 54 years old, and 26% travelled to Canada with children.
According to Destination Canada’s research, 54% of Chinese travellers
used a travel agent to help plan their most recent trip to Canada.

India

Mexico
Mexico is quickly starting to be one of Canada’s fastest growing markets
in 2017 thanks to the relaxing of visa requirements and a 54.4% increase
in air capacity YTD July 2017. Arrivals from Mexico from January to
July 2017 set a new record of 222,727 arrivals, up 55% from the same
period in 2016.
“Mexico presents a great opportunity for Canadian tourism
businesses,” says David F. Goldstein, Destination Canada’s President
and CEO. “Interest in Canada is at an all-time high for Mexican travellers
and together with our partners, both in Canada and in-market, we’re
inviting them to come and explore Canada.”

2016 and 2017 were strong years for travel from India to Canada,
with growth of 13% in 2016 and 12% YTD July 2017. Solid underlying
economic growth, rapidly rising expenditure on goods and services,
and considerable expansion of direct air access from India contributed
to this growth. Air capacity also increased 52% YTD July 2017.
Visiting friends and relatives (VFR) was a major motivation for coming
to Canada, with Indian tourists travelling predominantly as a family. The
largest proportion of recreational and VFR travellers were aged 55+
(45%), followed by those aged 35-54 years (29%) in 2016.

Interest in Canada is at an all-time
high for Mexican travelers.
Destination Canada recently led a CEO mission to Mexico to explore
the opportunities for the Canadian tourism industry. The two-day trip
allowed Destination Canada and Canadian industry partners, including
Destination BC and Tourism Whistler, to develop new and existing
relationships and learn more about the Mexican market through business
sessions with in-market trade, media, and government.
Travel agents remain pivotal in securing bookings, with 44% of Mexican
travellers using an agent to book their flight to Canada in 2016.
While most Mexicans who travelled to Canada in 2015 did so in the
summer, a significant number also arrived around Easter and Christmas.

China
2018 will be an exciting year for Chinese tourists as we celebrate the
Canada China Year of Tourism, an initiative led by the Government of
Canada, as it looks to meet its target to double the number of Chinese
tourists to Canada by 2021.
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2018 will be an exciting year for
Chinese tourists as we celebrate the
Canada China Year of Tourism.

South Korea
After a 30% increase in travellers in 2016, there was continued growth
from South Korea in the first half of 2017. Air capacity also grew 30.4
% YTD July 2017.
Pleasure travel to Canada has been trending upward for the last 5
years. As of 2015, pleasure travel made up 31% of all trips by South
Koreans to Canada. The majority of these travellers sought experiences
showcasing Canada’s unique natural and cultural offerings, engaging
mostly in FIT travel.
In 2015, travellers aged 25-34 represented the largest segment of
South Koreans coming to Canada, at 28%.

Marketing Approach
Destination Canada’s approach to emerging markets for 2018 will
continue to be planning campaigns direct to consumer, developing
relationships with the travel trade, and embarking on media relations/
public relations.

July
2016

July
2017

%
change

Jan-July
2016

Jan-July
2017

%
change

Mainland China

97,903

103,313

5.53

338,649

378,917

11.89

India

24,866

27,899

12.20

127,038

155,996

22.79

South Korea

40,431

38,864

-3.88

135,640

157,489

16.11

Mexico

38,149

52,958

38.82

143,823

222,727

54.86
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NAMES IN THE NEWS

by Marina Lecian

New BCHA Members
The BC Hotel Association welcomes new members:
Best Western Plus Chateau Fort St. John
Econo Lodge, Surrey
Elizabeth Lake Lodge, Cranbrook
Falcon Ridge, Osoyoos
Heather Mountain Lodge & Cabins, Golden
Home2 Suites by Hilton, Fort St. John
Hotel Zed, Kelowna
Robin Hood Motel, Victoria
Spanish Fiesta Resort, Osoyoos
Texada Island Inn, Van Anda
Trump International Hotel & Tower Vancouver
Westminster Hotel, Dawson City

New Names
Abbott Villa on the Lake is now Hotel Zed – Kelowna.
Esther’s Inn, Prince George is now the Super 8 Prince George.

New General Managers
Beth Lloyd, Sandman Inn, Kamloops
Edwin Johnson, Sandman Signature Vancouver Airport
Jackie Coombs, Driftwood Motor Inn, Sechelt
Jaimie Kavazos, Bowen Island Lodge
Leanne Jansen, Podollan Inn, Salmon Arm
Marc Portelance, Whistler Village Inn & Suites
Naheed Walji, Executive Inn at Whistler Village
Nuno Gama, Super 8 Prince George
Nuruein Lakhani, Alpine Inn, Abbotsford
Rob Wiggins, Central Hotel, Kamloops
Shannon Gu, Hotel BLU Vancouver
Scott Lenahan, Lakeview Inn & Suites, Fort St. John
Sheri Madill, Sooke Harbour Resort & Marina
Suliva Jung, Vancouver City Centre
Taran Sandhu, Travelodge Salmon Arm
Tony Guo, Bedford Regency Hotel, Victoria
Vanessa Matos, Stoke Hotel, Revelstoke
Vickie Konkin, Mile Zero Motel, Midway

Appointments
Aboriginal Tourism BC (AtBC) is proud to announce
Tracy Eyssens as its Chief Executive Officer. Eyssens
has been a long-standing partner of AtBC’s for the last
17 years. She brings 20 years of experience working at
Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada. Throughout that
time she worked in a number of positions at the organization where she
ultimately landed in Economic Development. She was born and raised
in Winnipeg with heritage from the Pinaymootang (Fairford) First Nation,
and moved to Vancouver in 1995.
Tourism Tofino announced the appointment of Nancy
Cameron as Executive Director effective October 2.
Cameron joins Tourism Tofino after more than two
decades serving the tourism industry in Ontario and BC,
most recently as President and CEO of Tourism Kelowna.
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Lisanne Ballantyne joins Tourism Kelowna as president
and CEO. Ballantyne is a seasoned executive with senior
leadership experience that spans tourism, economic
development, major events, marketing, sponsorships,
sales, and public assembly facilities management. She
joined the Tourism Kelowna team on October 30.
Heather Boyd recently joined the Vancouver Coast &
Mountains (VCM) team at Destination BC. Boyd works
as the primary liaison between Destination BC and VCM
communities and tourism partners. She collaborates
closely with the Destination BC teams on a variety of
key projects including the Destination Development and Remarkable
Experiences programs.

Awards
Travel & Leisure announced The 10 Best Resort Hotels in Canada
based on an annual reader survey. Canada’s top properties range
from slopeside chalets and windswept coastal getaways to elegant
lakefront mansions. Fogo Island Inn, a contemporary property with
just 29 suites—all of which have floor-to-ceiling windows and locally
crafted furnishings—is this year’s big winner. Among the top 10 are the
Wickaninnish Inn in Tofino, which is located on a pine-forest-ringed
promontory. Rooms are cozy cocoons with deep soaking tubs and
floor-to-ceiling windows that invite the outdoors in. Canadian operator
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts also made a strong showing with four hotels
among the 10 winners, two being the Four Seasons Resort Whistler
and The Fairmont Chateau Whistler.

The trivago Awards 2018
This year’s top-rated hotels in Canada have been awarded across six
different categories: 5-star, 4-star, 3-star, Alternative Accommodation,
Value for Money and Chain Hotel. Among the winners, BC is proud
to recognize that Rosewood Hotel Georgia was awarded the best
5-star hotel in Canada, closely followed by Fairmont Pacific Rim, both
in Vancouver. The trophy for the best 3-star accommodation went to
Brookside Inn in Abbotsford. Within the most popular hotel chains in
Canada, the award went to Fairmont Pacific Rim and Four Seasons
Resort and Residences Whistler.

WHAT’S NEW?

by Marina Lecian

Sunco Communication and Installation now offers budget-friendly
SIP trunking for the hospitality industry across Western Canada. The
cost savings from migrating to SIP trunks can potentially pay for a
communication system upgrade, which will boost efficiency, reduce
costs, and improve customers’ experiences. All Sunco SIP trunks include
North American long distance calls, potentially eliminating the need for
costly call accounting systems. www.sunco.ca
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BCHA MEMBER BENEFITS

by Louise Thompson

As we’re heading toward the end of the year and looking ahead to 2018,
all of us at the BCHA office look forward to seeing many of our hotel
members in Whistler next spring at the BC Hospitality Summit.
Following the considerable success of the 2-day Summit in Victoria
this past April, the BC Hospitality Summit will be held at The Fairmont
Chateau Whistler from Sunday, April 22 through to Tuesday, April 24.
Once again, these 3 days are sure to be a “must attend event” and not to
be missed. In addition to the return of the extremely popular Marketplace,
there will be some great new speakers and networking events. With so
much to see and do in Whistler, we are sure that many delegates will
extend their stay by a few days. Whistler Blackcomb Mountain really
does live up to being one of the most beautiful places in the world.
In mid-October, our President & CEO, James Chase met with a group
of hotel members at an informal luncheon that was held at The Island
Restaurant in Golden. This was a great chance for our hotel members to
catch up on current industry updates as well as receive a presentation
by James before heading across the street to attend the Kootenay
Rockies Tourism Industry Conference & AGM.
In early November, another group of hotels met in Kamloops for a
luncheon during the TOTA (Thompson Okanagan Tourism Association)
AGM & Tourism Summit. This meeting was a great success as we can
always depend on great support in Kamloops. As discovered by the
communities that were visited back in June, these regional meetings
are useful for our hotels to stay updated on issues important to their
area as well as to learn about current and new BCHA member benefit
programs. Future meetings will be held in different parts of the province
so that the whole of BC is covered.
As always, if you know of any hotels in your region that are not currently
members, please don’t hesitate to let us know and we will be certain to
contact them in the hope that they’ll become members too.
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